Clinical validity of our color-imaging histo-diagnosis for cancer
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Abstract
We devised a color-imaging diagnosis for cancer, photodynamic histo-diagnosis (PDHD), with which we could clearly discriminate between cancer lesions and normal tissues. In an attempt to check the accuracy, we reexamined the PDHD method using two different types of colon tumors surgically harvested. The two specimens were treated according to our own procedures to microscopically observe reddish-pink fluorescence specifically emitted at cancer lesions. After which, such samples were modified to routine hematoxylin and eosin (HE) sections. Normal portion of the colon served as the control. To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy, we compared our PDHD findings with that of the HE sections. The two colonic samples emitted reddish-pink fluorescence by the PDHD method, which suggested that they were cancer lesions. While, diagnosis with the HE sections revealed one was "cancer in adenoma" and the other was "adenoma with no signs of cancer". This result suggested all was not cancer that emitted reddish fluorescence with our PDHD.

Introduction
Clinical photodynamic diagnosis (PDD) and photodynamic therapy (PDT) have been often carried out in urological fields and neuro surgeries [1-4]. In PDD and PDT, aminolevulinic acid (ALA) is mainly used as a photosensitizer [5]. Based on the ALA-PDD theory, we took its rationale into our microscopic diagnostic manner as photodynamic histo-diagnosis (PDHD) and photodynamic cyto-diagnosis (PDCD) [6]. Using the novel method, we could visually discriminate a cancer cell from pathologically uncertain specimens in our previous study [6]. In this paper, we described further results of the PDHD to reconsider on its accuracy comparing with routine method with HE sections.

Materials and methods
Materials and methods have been already published [6]. Two different types of tumors which had grown at the colon of one patient were subjected to clinical specimens. After colectomy, each lesion was immediately treated for PDHD to detect the fluorescence. Then, the same samples were transformed to routine HE sections. We microscopically compared the PDHD findings with that of HE sections to evaluate diagnostic accuracy of our own PDHD. The HE sections were examined by one pathologist who was blinded to the PDHD.

Results
The two specimens treated with the PDHD method emitted reddish-pink fluorescence, by which we interpreted them as cancer. The normal sample showed no fluorescence (Figure 1). The HE sections once treated with PDHD method also radiated reddish fluorescence under blue light. In white light mode, they revealed one was "carcinoma in adenoma" and the other was "adenoma with no signs of cancer" (Figures 2, 3 and 4).

Discussion
Using PDHD method, we could visually discriminate cancer from normal tissue by identifying reddish-pink fluorescence. In the previous study, we could also diagnose bile tract cancer by our own PDCD [6]. While in this study, we could not distinguish an adenoma...
Figure 2. Microscopic findings of the specimen ① (HE section). The sample emitted reddish fluorescence under the blue light, while the cellular margins were obscure comparing with that of in white light. In white light mode, well differentiated adenocarcinoma with partial adenoma formation was observed.

Figure 3. Microscopic findings of the specimen ② (HE section). The sample also radiated reddish fluorescence in the blue light. The whole image was clearer than that of shown in Figure 2. In white light mode, moderately differentiated tubular adenoma formation with no malignant changes was seen.

Figure 4. Microscopic findings of the specimen ③ (HE section). No reddish fluorescence appeared in the blue light mode. Normal mucosa of the colon with no neoplastic findings were observed in white light mode.

from a carcinoma, since the two specimens similarly showed reddish fluorescence in blue light mode. Our PDHD unexpectedly provided a false-positive finding this time. The fact strongly suggested that the specimen emitted reddish-pink fluorescence by our PDHD method not always represented cancer lesion. We have learned luminescence of the reddish fluorescence appeared in our PDHD had no relation to the grade of malignancy of the tumors. Therefore, we considered since intracellular accumulation of color-imaging agents, such as PpIX in ALA-PDD and ¹⁸F-fluorodeoxyglucose (¹⁸F-FDG) in PET/CP [7] were enhanced in the areas where the cell proliferation and cell growth metabolism were vigorous [7,8], such fluorescence would tend to strongly appear in neoplasm, unrelated to be malignant or benign. We supposed the false-positive finding this time was mainly due to such a reason.

Microscopically, photodynamic efficacy of the fluorescence seemed to be also correlated with intracellular localization of the PpIX. Sailer and others reported that PpIX was predominantly distributed in lipophilic environment [9]. In our present study, we could also observe the fluorescence of PpIX in the HE sections which had once treated for PDHD. While the fluorescence was too weak to clearly distinguish its intracellular distribution. Since our specimens were simply immersed into ALA-containing solution for the ALA-PDHD preparation, the ALA-induced PpIX might be limitedly synthetized only on surface of the cells, resulting the intracellular PpIX distribution could not be clearly recognized. The intensity of fluorescence induced by our PDHD gradually decreased due to photo-bleaching to maintain it for about 10 days in a dark box. NPG (n-propyl gallate) was reported as a useful enhancer of PpIX [10]. Although we have never tried it yet it will be promising to improve the PDD-efficiency.

In clinical cases, false-positive findings happened due to tangent effects during PDD operation [11]. They accordingly applied a new flexible PDD instrument to resolve the problem. Since the PpIX radiates red fluorescence by blue light irradiation [5], the angle of the excitation beam onto the target will be an important factor to obtain suitable fluorescence intensity. In our PDHD and PDCD, a right-angled blue light application to the sample was also necessary. We adequately adjusted the angle by our own hand-working.

Recently, clinical PDD and/or PDT apply highly efficient devices and optical probes such as a confocal laser endoscope and an endomicroscope, etc. They will diagnostically and therapeutically bring a considerable favor. While, detail reports concerning the clinical effectiveness and cost performance owing to such multi-functional instruments are still limited.

As for the advantage of our PDHD and PDCD, materials and tools necessary for the purpose were simple and inexpensive. Nevertheless they could microscopically provide color images of the targets. To maintain diagnostic accuracy of our PDHD and PDCD, further statistical analyses on our clinical PDHD and PDCD data will be required.
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